Influence of amino-terminal structures on kinetic transitions between several closed and open states in human erg K+ channels.
Gating kinetics of human ether-a-go-go (eag)-related gene (HERG) K+ channel expressed in Xenopus oocytes was studied using non-inactivating channel variants carrying different structural modifications in the amino terminus. A kinetics model was elaborated to describe the behavior of full-length channels, that includes at least three open states besides the three closed states previously proposed. Deletion of the HERG-specific proximal domain (HERG D138-373) accelerated all individual forward transitions between closed states. Whereas relatively large amplitude depolarizations were required to drive full-length HERG channels to more distal open states, these were reached more easily in channels without proximal domain. Alteration of the initial eag/PAS domain by introduction of a short amino-acid sequence at the beginning of the amino terminus did not alter transitions between closed states, but prevented the channels from reaching the farthest open states that determine slower deactivation rates. This indicates that the presence of specific amino-terminal structures can be correlated with the occurrence of distinctive molecular transitions. It also demonstrates that both proximal and eag/PAS domains in the amino terminus contribute to set the gating characteristics of HERG channels.